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Sound In My Ear . Well it all
started 4 weeks ago when I was
at work I started getting a
'swooshing sound' behind my
right ear. I went to our. Symptom
Checker. Health Concern On
Your Mind? See what your

medical symptoms could mean,
and learn about possible
conditions. Get Started I thought
maybe my back top teeth were
causing this left sided headache
cause there achy sometimes. I
already had 1 root canal on that
tooth that's achy so idk. My
tongue started hurting in the
back of my throat a week ago. I
thought it was strained after
over using it to pick a stuck
piece of popcorn out of my
mouth, but it. I finished chemo
and radiation treatment about
six months ago and would
appreciate any help or advice
from anyone who could help. I
have neuropathy in my hands
and. i feel your pain, i've had an
ongoing "pluuged" ear for a few
MONTHS now. my PCP looked
in my ear back in Jan. and said
it looked inflamed and put me
on.
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Sore Throat, No Fever . Hi I woke up two days ago with a
really swollen left neck gland and my throat was killing me (it
was. Hi, thanks for posting what you found out! It does help
and more of a relief too! Recently my lump on my right cheek
is feeling a little tender again. Thank you. You are the first
person to accurately describe what's been ruining my life for
the last year and a half. I've seen so many doctors, and they
just shrug me. Symptom Checker. Health Concern On Your
Mind? See what your medical symptoms could mean, and
learn about possible conditions. Get Started i feel your pain,
i've had an ongoing "pluuged" ear for a few MONTHS now.
my PCP looked in my ear back in Jan. and said it looked
inflamed and put me on. I thought maybe my back top teeth
were causing this left sided headache cause there achy
sometimes. I already had 1 root canal on that tooth that's achy
so idk. Swooshing Sound In My Ear . Well it all started 4
weeks ago when I was at work I started getting a 'swooshing
sound' behind my right ear. I went to our. My tongue started
hurting in the back of my throat a week ago. I thought it was
strained after over using it to pick a stuck piece of popcorn out
of my mouth, but it. my throat hurts and my ear too
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Your Mind? See what your medical symptoms could mean,
and learn about possible conditions. Get Started Swollen Left
Neck Gland, Sore Throat, No Fever . Hi I woke up two days
ago with a really swollen left neck gland and my throat was
killing me (it was. I finished chemo and radiation treatment
about six months ago and would appreciate any help or advice
from anyone who could help. I have neuropathy in my hands
and. I thought maybe my back top teeth were causing this left
sided headache cause there achy sometimes. I already had 1
root canal on that tooth that's achy so idk. Swooshing Sound In
My Ear . Well it all started 4 weeks ago when I was at work I
started getting a 'swooshing sound' behind my right ear. I went
to our. I blew my nose (one side at a time) and when I did the
right side, something popped and I also had pain deep in ear. I
was kind of deaf in that ear for a short time. Hi, thanks for
posting what you found out! It does help and more of a relief
too! Recently my lump on my right cheek is feeling a little
tender again. i feel your pain, i've had an ongoing "pluuged"
ear for a few MONTHS now. my PCP looked in my ear back
in Jan. and said it looked inflamed and put me on. My tongue
started hurting in the back of my throat a week ago. I thought it
was strained after over using it to pick a stuck piece of popcorn
out of my mouth, but it. Thank you. You are the first person to
accurately describe what's been ruining my life for the last
year and a half. I've seen so many doctors, and they just shrug
me..
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